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Auditory Processing in Noise Is Associated With Complex Patterns of
Disrupted Functional Connectivity in Autism Spectrum Disorder

Fahimeh Mamashli, Sheraz Khan, Hari Bharadwaj, Konstantinos Michmizos, Santosh Ganesan,
Keri-Lee A. Garel, Javeria Ali Hashmi, Martha R. Herbert, Matti H€am€al€ainen, and Tal Kenet

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is associated with difficulty in processing speech in a noisy background, but the neu-
ral mechanisms that underlie this deficit have not been mapped. To address this question, we used magnetoencepha-
lography to compare the cortical responses between ASD and typically developing (TD) individuals to a passive
mismatch paradigm. We repeated the paradigm twice, once in a quiet background, and once in the presence of back-
ground noise. We focused on both the evoked mismatch field (MMF) response in temporal and frontal cortical loca-
tions, and functional connectivity with spectral specificity between those locations. In the quiet condition, we found
common neural sources of the MMF response in both groups, in the right temporal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG). In the noise condition, the MMF response in the right IFG was preserved in the TD group, but reduced relative
to the quiet condition in ASD group. The MMF response in the right IFG also correlated with severity of ASD. More-
over, in noise, we found significantly reduced normalized coherence (deviant normalized by standard) in ASD relative
to TD, in the beta band (14–25 Hz), between left temporal and left inferior frontal sub-regions. However, unnormal-
ized coherence (coherence during deviant or standard) was significantly increased in ASD relative to TD, in multiple
frequency bands. Our findings suggest increased recruitment of neural resources in ASD irrespective of the task diffi-
culty, alongside a reduction in top-down modulations, usually mediated by the beta band, needed to mitigate the
impact of noise on auditory processing. Autism Res 2017, 10: 631–647. VC 2016 International Society for Autism
Research, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a pervasive neurode-

velopmental disorder which is currently estimated to

affect up to about 1:45 children in United States [Zablot-

sky et al., 2015]. ASD is characterized by a broad range

of behavioral and perceptual features including reduced

social interactions, language impairment and repetitive,

or stereotyped behaviors [Rapin & Dunn, 2003; Siegal &

Blades, 2003; Tager-Flusberg & Caronna, 2007]. Impaired

language comprehension in ASD has been closely linked

to abnormal auditory processing [Rapin & Dunn, 2003;

Roberts, Flagg, & Gage, 2004; Roberts et al., 2008; Rob-

erts et al., 2011; Siegal & Blades, 2003]. One of the

prominent auditory features of ASD is increased aware-

ness of environmental noises and difficulty in hearing

speech in background noise [Boatman et al., 2001; Gran-

din & Scariano, 1986]. A theoretical model proposes

that ASD is characterized as a “noisy” cortex due to

high levels of endogenous neural noise; that is,

increased ratio of excitation to inhibition [Rubenstein &

Merzenich, 2003; Simmons et al., 2009]. Higher inter-

trial variability has also been documented in ASD

[Dinstein et al., 2012; Milne, 2011], suggesting that neu-

ral signatures in ASD are noisy and unreliable. However,

how these hypotheses and observations might explain

the impaired perception of noise in ASD has not been

elucidated.
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So far, research on auditory perception in noise in

ASD has been quite sparse. A behavioral study that

examined the influence of various noise maskers on

speech perception in ASD found that individuals with

high functioning autism (HFA) or Asperger’s syndrome

(AS) have higher speech reception thresholds defined as

speech-to-noise ratio than typically-developing (TD)

young adults when the noise maskers contained tempo-

ral or spectro-temporal dips, but not in stationary noise

[Alcantara, Weisblatt, Moore, & Bolton, 2004]. That

behavioral study postulated that poor speech-in-noise

perception of HFA/AS was due to either poor temporal

resolution or top-down processing, and reduced ability

to integrate information from glimpses present in the

temporal dips in the noise. A reduced and delayed

speech-evoked EEG response has been found in ASD

compared to TD in both quiet and noise in another

study [Russo, Zecker, Trommer, Chen, & Kraus, 2009],

that suggested that the in-quiet responses in ASD

resembled the in-noise responses in TD. This study also

found a negative correlation between verbal abilities

and evoked response latency in noise, and suggested

that children with weak verbal abilities may have rela-

tively poor cortical differentiation for speech, and

impaired early auditory processing. Reduced ability to

segregate concurrent sound streams might be another

underlying reason for impaired speech in noise percep-

tion in ASD [Bhatara, Babikian, Laugeson, Tachdjian, &

Sininger, 2013; Bouvet, Mottron, Valdois, & Donnadieu,

2016; DePape, Hall, Tillmann, & Trainor, 2012; Lepisto

et al., 2009; Russo et al., 2009].

Together, these studies strongly support the hypothe-

sis that auditory processing in noise is impaired in ASD,

but the mechanisms mediating this impairment remain

unmapped. In the current study, we examined the

effects of background noise on early auditory processing

in ASD using magnetoencephalography (MEG), to map

the neurophysiological differences that may arise exclu-

sively in the presence of background noise. To that

end, we focused on the mismatch paradigm, which has

been particularly useful in investigating auditory per-

ception in autism [Gomot et al., 2006; Kasai et al.,

2005; Lepisto et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2010; Roberts

et al., 2011]. When measured using EEG, the paradigm

produces a negative peak, and this peak is referred to as

the MMN (mismatch negativity). MEG measures a mag-

netic field, and the response is therefore labeled MMF

(mismatch field) [Hari et al., 1984; Levanen, Ahonen,

Hari, McEvoy, & Sams, 1996]. MMN/F is elicited pre-

attentively by any discriminable change occurring in a

sequence of repetitive standard stimuli [Naatanen &

Alho, 1995]. The underlying neural generators of

MMN/F for frequency deviations have been consistently

found in bilateral temporal areas and the inferior fron-

tal gyri (IFG) [Garrido, Kilner, Stephan, & Friston,

2009]. Intracranial studies in humans confirmed these

neural generators [Halgren et al., 1995; Kropotov et al.,

2000; Liasis, Towell, Alho, & Boyd, 2001; Rosburg et al.,

2005]. MMN/F generation involves two functional pro-

cesses: sensory memory mechanism related to temporal

generators and an automatic attention-switching pro-

cess related to the frontal generators [Giard, Perrin, Per-

nier, & Bouchet, 1990]. Importantly, it has been

suggested that IFG contributes to a top-down process

that modulates the deviance detection system in the

temporal cortices [Doeller et al., 2003; Escera, Yago,

Corral, Corbera, & Nunez, 2003; Hsiao, Cheng, Liao, &

Lin, 2010; MacLean & Ward, 2014; Maess, Jacobsen,

Schroger, & Friederici, 2007].

While the MMN/F has been studied extensively, using

many variations, the mechanisms of deviance percep-

tion in noise are largely unknown, and less often stud-

ied. That said, it is known that noise does impact the

MMN [Kozou et al., 2005; Muller-Gass, Marcoux, Logan,

& Campbell, 2001; Shtyrov et al., 1998]. In parallel,

speech perception in noise for TD populations has been

found to be highly dependent on the contextual cues

and top-down processing [Obleser & Kotz, 2010;

Obleser, Wise, Dresner, & Scott, 2007]. Speech compre-

hension in noise is facilitated by increased activity in

higher order cortical areas, and increased functional

connectivity among them [Obleser et al., 2007] as well

as enhanced frontal to temporal top-down feedback

[Park, Ince, Schyns, Thut, & Gross, 2015]. Although the

generation of the MMN/F may be less complex than

speech processing, nevertheless similar mechanisms

may be involved. It has been suggested that the frontal

MMN/F generator may be involved in tuning the audi-

tory change detection system by an involuntary con-

trast amplification mechanism [Opitz, 2002].

Here, we hypothesized that in the presence of noise,

the IFG would play an important role in fine-tuning

the temporal cortex to extract the signal from noise.

We further hypothesized that in ASD, this top-down

mechanism will be impaired. We based this hypothesis

on substantial evidence that increased bottom-up and

reduced top-down processing is characteristic of ASD

[Cook, Barbalat, & Blakemore, 2012; Kenet et al., 2012;

Khan et al., 2013; Kitzbichler et al., 2015; Mitchell,

Mottron, Soulieres, & Ropar, 2010; Takarae, Luna, Min-

shew, & Sweeney, 2014]. We further hypothesized that

these top-down connectivity abnormalities will mani-

fest in the beta band (13–30Hz) in particular. This

hypothesis was derived from the fact that beta band

oscillations are most associated with feedback influen-

ces [Bastos, Vezoli, Bosman, et al., 2015; Bastos, Vezoli,

& Fries, 2015; Wang, 2010]. To test our hypotheses, we

collected MEG data from 19 ASD and 17 TD partici-

pants during an auditory frequency mismatch paradigm,

once in quiet, and once with a noisy background, and
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measured the MMF response, as well as functional con-

nectivity; both unnormalized and normalized, during

both conditions.

Materials and Methods
Participants

Nineteen male subjects diagnosed with ASD with an

average age of 13 (63) years and 17 matched TD male

subjects with an average age of 12 (62) participated in

this study. Subjects with ASD had a prior clinical diag-

nosis of ASD and met a cutoff of >15 on the Social

Communication Questionnaire, Lifetime Version, and

ASD criteria on the Autism Diagnostic Observation

Schedule (ADOS) [Lord, Rutter, DiLavore, & Risi, 1999],

administered by trained research personnel who had

established inter-rater reliability. Individuals with

autism related medical conditions (e.g., Fragile-X syn-

drome, tuberous sclerosis) and other known risk factors

(e.g., premature birth) were excluded from the study.

All typically developing participants were below thresh-

old on the Social Communication Questionnaire and

were confirmed to be free of any neurological or psychi-

atric conditions, and of substance use for the past 6

month, via parent and self-reports. The ASD and typi-

cally developing groups did not differ in verbal IQ, but

differed slightly on non-verbal IQ (P 5 0.04), measured

with the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test – II [Kaufman

& Kaufman, 2004]. Handedness information was col-

lected using Dean Questionnaire [Piro, 1998]. Only

right-handed participants were included in the study. A

summary of demographic information and behavioral

scores are in Table 1. All research was in compliance

with the MGH institutional review board, and all partic-

ipants were consented in accordance with the approved

protocol.

Experimental Paradigms

The standard mismatch stimulus was a complex tone

consisted of ten sinusoidal tones starting at 500 Hz

with 25% frequency increments between them. Tones

were 50 ms long including 5 ms rise and 5 ms fall

times. Participants were instructed to watch a self-

selected silenced movie without subtitles on a 17-inch

screen positioned 100 cm in front, and ignore the audi-

tory stimulation. Tones were sequentially presented

diotically using insert earphones (Etymotic, Elk Grove

Village, IL) at a sound pressure level (SPL) of 70 dB with

a stimulus onset-to-onset interval of 950 ms with 8% jit-

ter. The deviant mismatch stimulus was a complex tone

constructed by raising the frequency of each tone in

the standard by 30%. Deviants occurred among stand-

ards with a relative frequency of 0.2 in a pseudor-

andomized fashion with the constraint that two

deviants were separated by at least 3 standards and at

most 7 standards. The experiment consisted of two

blocks, one in quiet, and the other a repetition of the

first block with ICRA noise, explained below [Dreschler,

Verschuure, Ludvigsen, & Westermann, 2001]. Block

presentation was randomized relative to one another

and relative to blocks from other paradigms recorded in

the same session. Each block consisted of 420 trials.

ICRA Noise

The ICRA noise consists of six-speaker babble noise, in

the background. The exact characteristics of the noise

are provided in Table 1 (track number 7) in [Dreschler

et al., 2001]. The noise in this particular track only

retains the long-term spectrum and broadband modula-

tions of the speech. Thus, while it does have some

speech characteristics, the different frequencies compo-

nents of the noise have been modulated differently.

Therefore, the noise is perceived as white noise with

spectro-temporal dips, similarly to the one used previ-

ously in a behavioral study of processing speech in

noise in ASD [Alcantara et al., 2004], which is the rea-

son it was chosen as the background noise. We provide

a 10 sec sample online through the following link

(https://www.dropbox.com/s/8qckddvyhgymme4/ICRA_

noise.wav?dl50.).

Structural MRI Data Acquisition and Processing

T1-weighted, high-resolution, magnetization-prepared

rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MPRAGE) structural

images were acquired on a 3.0 T Siemens Trio whole-

body MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlang-

en, Germany) using a 32 channel head coil. The in-

plane resolution was 1 3 1 mm2, slice thickness

1.3 mm with no gaps, and a repetition time/inversion

time/echo time/flip angle 2530 ms/1100 ms/3.39 ms/

78. Cortical reconstruction and parcellations for each

subject were generated using Freesurfer [Dale, Fischl, &

Sereno, 1999; Fischl, Sereno, & Dale, 1999]. After cor-

recting for topological defects, cortical surfaces were

triangulated with dense meshes with �130,000 vertices

in each hemisphere. For visualization, the surfaces

were inflated, thereby exposing the sulci [Dale et al.,

1999].

Table 1. Behavioral Scores and Demographic Information
for TDs and ASDs

Age Verbal IQ Non-verbal IQ ADOS

Mean 6 SD Mean 6 SD Mean 6 SD Mean 6 SD

TD (n 5 17) 12 6 3 115 6 14 112 6 17 1.7 6 1.8

ASD (n 5 19) 13 6 2 110 6 25 100 6 17 13.7 6 4.7

P-value (TD vs. ASD) n.s n.s 0.04 6e-11

n.s stands for non-significant.
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MEG Data Acquisition

MEG data were acquired inside a magnetically shielded

room (IMEDCO) using a whole-head VectorView MEG

system (Elekta-Neuromag), comprised of 306 sensors

arranged in 102 triplets of two orthogonal planar gradi-

ometers and one magnetometer. The signals were fil-

tered between 0.1 and 200 Hz and sampled at 600 Hz.

The position and orientation of the head with respect

to the MEG sensor array was recorded continuously

with help of four head position indicator coils [Uutela,

Taulu, & H€am€al€ainen, 2001]. To allow co-registration of

the MEG and MRI data, the locations of three fiduciary

points (nasion and auricular points) that define a head-

based coordinate system, a set of points from the head

surface, and the sites of the four head position indicator

coils were digitized using a Fastrak digitizer (Polhemus)

integrated with the Vectorview system. The electrocar-

diography (ECG) and electrooculography (EOG) signals

were recorded simultaneously to detect heartbeats as

well as vertical and horizontal eye movement and blink

artifacts, which were later used to identify cardiac and

ocular events in signal space projection method. During

data acquisition, online averages were computed from

artefact-free trials to monitor data quality in real time.

All off-line analysis was based on the saved raw data. In

addition, 5 min of data from the room void of a subject

were recorded before each experimental session for

noise estimation purposes.

MEG Data Preprocessing and Motion Correction

MEG data were spatially filtered using the signal space

separation method (Elekta-Neuromag Maxfilter soft-

ware) to suppress noise generated by sources outside

the brain [Taulu & Simola, 2006; Taulu, Kajola, &

Simola, 2004]. Signal space separation also corrects for

head motion between and within runs [Taulu et al.,

2004]. Cardiac and ocular artefacts were removed by

signal space projection [Gramfort et al., 2014]. The data

were filtered between 0.1 and 140 Hz. The data were

epoched into single trials lasting 1s, from 400 ms prior

to stimulus onset to 600 ms after it. Epochs were

rejected if the peak-to-peak amplitude during the epoch

exceeded 1000 fT/cm and 3000 fT in any of the gradi-

ometer and magnetometer channels, respectively. To

maintain a constant signal-to-noise ratio across condi-

tions and participants, the number of trials per condi-

tion per participant was fixed at 50 for standard and

deviant, the minimum number of accepted trials that

we had for each condition and participant. For partici-

pants that had more than 50 good trials, we selected 50

trials randomly from the available trials. The random

indices for each subject were stored and same indices

were used for both coherence and source localization

analysis to reduce the variability effect across different

epochs. For evoked-response analysis we filtered the

data from 0.5 to 40 Hz.

Source Estimation

The geometry of each participant’s cortical surface was

reconstructed from the 3D structural MRI data using

FreeSurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu).

The cortical surface was decimated to a grid of 10,242

dipoles per hemisphere, corresponding to a spacing of

approximately 5 mm between adjacent source locations

on the cortical surface. The MEG forward solution was

computed using a single-compartment boundary-ele-

ment model (BEM) assuming the shape of the intracrani-

al space [H€am€al€ainen & Sarvas, 1987]. The watershed

algorithm was used to generate the inner skull surface

triangulations from the T1-weighted MR images of each

participant. Assuming head movements occurred only

between runs and to compensate for these movements,

the forward solutions for each run were computed and

averaged [Uutela et al., 2001]. The cortical current distri-

bution was estimated using minimum-norm estimate

(MNE) software (http://www.martinos.org/martinos/user-

Info/data/sofMNE.php) and assuming the orientation of

the source to be fixed perpendicular to the cortical

mesh. The noise-covariance matrix used to calculate the

inverse operator was estimated from data collected with-

out a subject present. To reduce the bias of the MNEs

toward superficial currents, we used depth weighting,

that is, adjusted the source covariance matrix to favor

deep source locations [Lin, Belliveau, Dale, &

H€am€al€ainen, 2006].

Inter-Subject Cortical Surface Registration for Group
Analysis

Each participant’s inflated cortical surface was registered

to an average cortical representation (FsAverage in Free-

Surfer) by optimally aligning individual sulcal-gyral pat-

terns computed in freesurfer [Fischl, Sereno, & Dale,

1999]. We employed a surface based registration tech-

nique based on folding patterns because it provides

more accurate inter-subject alignment of cortical

regions than volume-based approaches [Fischl, Sereno,

Tootell, et al., 1999; Van Essen & Dierker, 2007].

Regions of Interest (ROI) Identifications and Analysis

We selected the ROIs based on the previous findings on

the neural generators of MMN/F [Garrido et al., 2009;

Naatanen, Paavilainen, Rinne, & Alho, 2007; Rinne,

Degerman, & Alho, 2005] and defined by a Freesurfer

parcellation [Destrieux, Fischl, Dale, & Halgren, 2010],

namely superior temporal gyrus (STG), middle temporal

gyrus (MTG), and IFG including BA44, 45, and 47. In

addition, we used an automatic routine to break each

large label into smaller equal size sub-labels; that is, all
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sub-labels in temporal and frontal areas were of approx-

imately the same size. In total we ended up 16 temporal

and 9 frontal sub-labels. Our goal to break the labels

into such small pieces was to increase the spatial specif-

icity for further coherence analysis. Larger sub-labels

can lead to signal cancellation due to the sulcus geome-

try, which in turns decreases the signal to noise ratio

available for coherence analysis [Ahlfors et al., 2010].

Sub-Label Time Series Extraction

To compute coherence between the temporal sub-labels

with frontal sub-labels each vertex inside every sub-

label, were first averaged across vertices to generate the

mean sub-label time course. To avoid signal cancella-

tion, the averaging took into account the polarity mis-

matches that occur because of MNE estimate spreading

across sources whose orientations were not aligned.

This was done by flipping the polarity of the signals

from sources that were oriented at greater than 908 rela-

tive to a principal direction of the cortical normals

within the sub-label. This process results in 2D matrix,

which are epochs by time.

Time Frequency Decomposition

The 2D epoched time series was then convolved with a

dictionary of complex Morlet wavelets (each spanning

seven cycles), resulting in three dimensional complex

spectra epoch-time-frequency matrix (Sk t; fð Þ).

Functional Connectivity Computation

A. Unnormalized coherence: The coherence between

each temporal-frontal sub-label pair was computed

for all frequencies between 8 Hz and 60 Hz for stan-

dard and deviant trials separately. Equal numbers of

trials (50 per participant) were used. We use the

term “unnormalized” for the coherence measure

within a single condition (standard or deviant).

B. Normalized coherence: To eliminate the statistical

bias due to the non-Gaussian distribution of coher-

ence values and unequal sample sizes, as well as the

problem of spurious coherence [Sekihara, Owen,

Trisno, & Nagarajan, 2011], we used normalized

coherence, also referred to sometimes as Z-

Coherence [Maris, Schoffelen, & Fries, 2007]. In this

measure, the principal condition (Deviant, a total of

50 trials per participant) is normalized with respect

to a baseline condition (Standard, a total of 160 tri-

als per participant), which addresses the bias [e.g.,

Khan et al., 2013].

Statistical Analysis in Source Space, and MMF Calculation

A. Standard versus deviant within group: We compared

the responses to the standard and deviant tones at

each sub-label (STG: nine sub-labels, MTG: seven sub-

labels, IFG: nine sub-labels) and each group (TD and

ASD) separately. The mean of absolute evoked

responses from 100 to 300 ms was used for each par-

ticipants and sub-label. Statistics in source space were

done in three steps, and corrected for multiple com-

parisons. Step (1): Data from standard and deviant

conditions were statistically compared using a paired

t-test for sub-labels within each label (STG/MTG/IFG).

Step (2): P-values were corrected for multiple compar-

isons using permutation statistics within each label

(STG/MTG/IFG). To that end, we first permuted the

two conditions (standard, deviant) and then counted

the significant sub-labels within each label (STG/

MTG/IFG). This process was repeated 20,000 times,

resulting in a null distribution, as expected. This dis-

tribution was then statistically compared with the

original number of significant sub-labels, which

assigns the P-value to each label. Step (3): Lastly, P-

values were additionally corrected at each hemisphere

using Bonferroni method by a factor of 3, for the

three labels. Figure S1 in SOM illustrates these steps.

B. Quiet versus noise within group: Following our

hypothesis considering the role of IFG in top-down

control of temporal areas, we compared quiet to

noise MMF results in the IFG (left, right), using a

paired t-test. To extract the MMF, mean absolute val-

ues of standard responses were subtracted from devi-

ant responses, averaged in time and also across all

sub-labels. Time window of interest was selected

from 175 to 225 ms according to the prior research

demonstrating peak of MMF around 200 ms in chil-

dren [Shafer, Morr, Kreuzer, & Kurtzberg, 2000].

C. TD versus ASD: Similar as (B) except using a two-

sample t-test as the test statistics.

D. Lateralization within group: We selected the most sta-

tistically significant MMF response sub-label on right

IFG and compared it to each sub-label on left using

paired t-test. The selected time window of interest

was similar as (B). P-values were corrected for multi-

ple comparisons using permutation statistics.

Statistical Analysis of Functional Connectivity: Correction in
Time, Frequency and Space

All statistics on the functional connectivity, measured

using coherence, were carried out in three steps using

the entire analyzed range: 50–300 ms in time, and all

frequencies from 8 to 60 Hz. We first explain these

steps between two assumed groups of comparisons: G1

and G2. Step (1): The time frequency map of each pair

(temporal sub-labels with frontal sub-labels) was com-

pared and corrected for multiple comparison using

cluster-based statistics (a non-parametric method)

[Maris & Oostenveld, 2007], (Fig. S2A–C). We used

P<0.05 as initial threshold, 1000 permutations and the

test statistics used were either one-sample, two sample or
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a paired t-test depends on the particular comparison.

The cluster statistics output is a P-value, cluster mass and

cluster mask. The P-value shows whether the cluster is

significant after multiple comparisons correction in time

and frequency. The cluster mass is the sum of the T-val-

ue of every vertex inside the cluster; a positive cluster

mass means G1>G2 and a negative means G2>G1.

The cluster mask is a matrix with values of either 0 or 1

covering the statistical plane (time by frequency); indi-

cating whether that particular time and frequency are

within the cluster (1) or not (0). Clusters at each pair

was accepted (if P<0.05) or not (P>0.05). Two 2D

matrix was generated: One for the condition of G1>G2

and a second one for G2>G1. Each element of the 2D

matrix was set to zero if P>0.05 for that particular

temporal-frontal pair statistics. In the case of P<0.05,

we used cluster masses in the 2D matrix (Fig. S2C). At

this stage we had a matrix with the size of 9 3 16 corre-

sponding to 9 frontal and 16 temporal sub-labels for

G1>G2 and a similar matrix for G2>G1 (Fig. S2D). The

sum of the cluster masses of each significant pair of this

9 3 16 matrix was called “original total connectivity.”

Step (2): To estimate null distribution of this original

total connectivity, we permuted the G1 and G2 and con-

duced the cluster statistics (G1 vs. G2) at each temporal-

frontal pair again. This step also correct for multiple

comparisons in space (across all sub-labels) using maxi-

mum statistics (Fig. S2E). By permuting G1 and G2 data

1000 times and repeating the cluster statistics, we ended

up a matrix of 1000 permutation x 9 frontal x 16 tempo-

ral values as null distribution for G1>G2 and G2>G1

(Fig. S2F). Step (3): The null distribution was compared

with the non-permuted original total connectivity of 9

frontal 3 16 temporal matrix, resulting to a single P-val-

ue for G1>G2 corrected in time, frequency and space.

Using similar approach, a second P-value was assigned to

G2>G1 condition (Fig. S2G).

More specific details for each comparison are as follows:

A. Standard versus deviant within group: Normalized

coherence (deviant normalized by standard) was

used to assess the difference between standard and

deviant for each condition (quiet and noise) and

each hemisphere (left, right) and both groups (TD,

ASD). One-sample t-test was used as the test statis-

tics. Please note that the normalized coherence is a

Z-score on the deviant versus standard comparison,

which is normally distributed by definition. There-

fore, we applied one-sample t-test on the normalized

coherence.

B. Quiet versus noise within group: Normalized coher-

ence (deviant normalized by standard) was com-

pared between the quiet and noise conditions

within the TD and ASD groups in both hemispheres.

A paired t-test was used as the test statistics.

C. TD versus ASD during standard or deviant trials:

Unnormalized coherence within standard or deviant

was compared between TD and ASD group in quiet

and noise and each hemisphere. Two sample t-test

was used as the test statistics.

D. TD versus ASD, normalized coherence: We compared

the normalized coherence (deviant normalized by

standard) between the TD and ASD group, for each

hemisphere, and each condition (quiet, noise). Two

sample t-test was used as the test statistics.

E. Lateralization within group: Right temporal-frontal

normalized coherences for each pair of sub-labels

were subtracted from an anatomically comparable

left hemisphere sub-labels pair, and one-sample t-

test used as the test statistics.

MMF Correlation With ADOS Scores: Correction in Space

Step (1): Spearman correlation between the MMF of

individual ASD subjects and the individual ADOS scores

was estimated at the IFG sub-labels, selected based on

our initial hypothesis (Fig. S3). Step (2): we corrected

for multiple comparison across sub-labels (space) using

permutations. Subjects were permuted and then got the

absolute sum of r-values across all sub-labels. This pro-

cess was repeated 10,000 times, giving the null distribu-

tion. This distribution was then statistically compared

with the original unshuffled r-values, which assigns the

P-value to the IFG label (Fig. S3).

Results
Mismatch Evoked Responses – Standard Versus Deviant
Within Group

Over all conditions and groups, the MMF evoked

responses localized to the right STG (rSTG), right IFG

(rIFG), and right MTG (rMTG) (Fig. 1A). More specifi-

cally, in the quiet condition, there was a significant

MMF in the rSTG and rIFG in both the TD

(PrSTG 5 0.006, PrIFG 5 0.05) and the ASD (PrSTG 5 0.006,

PrIFG 5 0.02) groups. In the rMTG, the TD group showed

a significant MMF (PrMTG 5 0.001) while the ASD group

showed a trend (PrMTG 5 0.1). Two major differences

emerged in the noise condition relative to the quite

condition. First, the MMF in the rIFG disappeared in

the ASD group (PrIFG 5 0.4), but not in the TD group

(PrIFG 5 0.03). Second, the ASD group had significant

mismatch effect in rMTG (PrMTG 5 0.03) and rSTG

(PrSTG 5 0.03). In contrast, in the TD group, only the

rSTG showed a significant MMF (PrSTG 5 0.009), while

the rMTG showed a trend (PrMTG 5 0.1). Similar analyses

in the left hemisphere did not yield any significant

MMF responses in either group. The evoked responses

to the deviant and standard tones for the TD and ASD

groups in each condition (quiet, noise) separately are
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shown in Fig. S4 in SOM. The MMF response for both

groups and conditions is shown in Fig. S5.

Mismatch Field Responses – Quiet Versus Noise Within
Group

A direct comparison of MMF between quiet and noise

condition in ASD group yielded a significant effect in

rIFG (P 5 0.05, t(18) 5 2). Similar analysis in the TD

group revealed no MMF difference between quiet and

noise conditions.

Mismatch Field Responses – TD Versus ASD

Comparing the MMF between the TD and ASD groups

revealed a significant group effect only in the noise

condition, in the rIFG (P 5 0.05, t(34) 5 2), as shown in

Fig. 1B. Similar analysis in the left IFG was not

significant.

Mismatch Field Responses – Lateralization Within Group

In quiet, we found a right lateralization of the MMF for

ASD group (P 5 0.03), and a marginal significance for

TD group (P 5 0.08) in the IFG. In noise, only the TD

group demonstrated a right lateralization effect in the

IFG (P 5 0.03).

Long-Range Normalized Functional Connectivity – Standard
Versus Deviant Within Group

Within the TD group, we found increased left

temporal-frontal normalized functional connectivity

during deviant trials relative to standard trials, in both

quiet (P 5 0.03) and noise (P 5 0.01) conditions. This

difference emerged mostly in the beta and low gamma

frequency bands (Fig. 2A,C). In contrast, within the

ASD group, there was also increased left temporal-

frontal normalized coherence during deviant trials rela-

tive to standard trials, again mostly in the beta band,

but only in the quiet condition (P 5 0.004, Fig. 2B). The

effects were limited to the left hemisphere, and no sig-

nificant difference was observed in the right

hemisphere.

Long-Range Normalized Functional Connectivity – Quiet
Versus Noise Within Group

We found a trend toward reduced normalized function-

al connectivity, in the noise condition relative to the

quiet condition, between left temporal and frontal

areas, in the ASD group (P 5 0.08) (Fig. S6). Neither

group showed an effect in the right hemisphere in the

quiet versus noise condition comparison.

Long-Range Unnormalized Functional Connectivity – TD
Versus ASD During Standard or Deviant Trials

In the quiet condition in the left hemisphere, evoked

temporal-frontal unnormalized functional connectivity

was stronger in the ASD group than in the TD group

for both standard (P 5 0.03) and deviant (P 5 0.05) tri-

als. This manifested exclusively and prominently in the

gamma band (Fig. 3A,B). In the quiet condition in the

right hemisphere, temporal-frontal unnormalized func-

tional connectivity during standard (but not deviant)

Figure 1. (A) MMF response, obtained by contrasting the responses to deviant versus standard tones, in each condition (quiet and
noise), and within each group. MMF was observed in the rSTG (red outline), rMTG (white outline), and rIFG (yellow outline). Solid
outlines: P< 0.05 corrected. Dashed outlines: P< 0.1 (trend). Dotted outlines: No significant MMF. T-values of the sub-labels within
each significant label are color-coded as indicated in the colorbar. (B) Mean and standard error of the MMF in rIFG for the TD and
ASD group in the two conditions (quiet, noise).
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trials was increased in the ASD group relative to the TD

group, mainly in alpha and beta bands (P 5 0.04, Fig.

3C). In the noise condition, left temporal-frontal

unnormalized functional connectivity was increased in

the ASD group relative to the TD group, during both

standard (P 5 0.07) and deviant (P 5 0.05) trials. In con-

trast to the quiet condition, this difference was mediat-

ed primarily by the beta band for standard trials, and

by the gamma band for deviant trials (Fig. 3D,E).

Long-Range Normalized Functional Connectivity – TD
Versus ASD

We did not find any significant differences between the

TD and ASD groups in the quiet condition using nor-

malized coherences. In contrast, in the noisy condition,

we found significantly stronger normalized coherence

in the TD group relative to the ASD group, in the left

hemisphere only (P 5 0.05, Fig. 4). The main effect driv-

ing the group difference was in the beta frequency

band, in the 100–250 ms time window.

Long-Range Normalized Functional Connectivity –
Lateralization Within Group

There was a strong left lateralization of temporal-frontal

normalized functional connectivity in the ASD group in

the quiet condition (P 5 0.004, Fig. 5), and a trend in

TD group (P 5 0.08). In noise, no lateralization effect

was found in either group.

Correlation Between Brain Responses and Behavioral Scores

The MMF response was significantly negatively correlat-

ed with the total ADOS scores only in the rIFG

(P 5 0.01, Fig. 6). We did not find any correlation

between ADOS scores and coherence values.

Figure 2. Deviant trials normalized by standard trials left temporal-frontal functional connectivity in quiet (A–B) and noise (C).
Groups are marked on the individual panels. For each panel, the left column is the matrix of sub-label pairs that reached signifi-
cance, the middle column shows those labels on the cortex, and the right column is the time frequency map of the sum of the clus-
ter masks between the significant sub-labels from left column.
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Figure 3. TD versus ASD based on individual unnormalized coherence estimates within standard or deviant trials for the quiet con-
dition (A–C) and the noise condition (D–E). Directions are marked on figure titles. For each panel, the left column is the matrix of
sub-label pairs that reached significance, the middle column shows those labels on the cortex, and the right column is the time fre-
quency map of the sum of the cluster masks between the significant sub-labels from left column.
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Discussion

The goal of the current study was to investigate the

neuronal mechanisms underlying impaired auditory

perception in the presence of noise in subjects with

ASD. To that end, we investigated the cortical response

to a passive auditory mismatch paradigm with and

without background noise. We focused on the neural

source generators of auditory change detection (MMF),

and the spectro-temporal dynamics of the functional

Figure 4. Group comparison of normalized coherence (deviant normalized by standard) during the noise condition, between TD and
ASD. Left panel is the matrix of sub-label pairs that reached significance, the middle panel shows those labels on the cortex, and
the right panel is the time frequency map of the sum of the cluster masks between the significant sub-labels from left panel.

Figure 5. Comparison of left versus right normalized coherences within ASD group in the quiet. Left panel is the matrix of sub-
label pairs that reached significance, the middle panel shows those labels on the cortex, and the right panel is the time frequency
map of the sum of the cluster masks between the significant sub-labels from left panel.

Figure 6. (A) The sub-labels in rIFG sub-labels, that correlated with the total ADOS score, in the noise condition, color coded by
the sub-label correlation value (r). (B) ADOS-MMF correlation plot for the sub-label with minimum negative correlation value.
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connectivity, measured using coherence, between the

corresponding sources. In the quiet condition, there

were no group differences in the MMF. For functional

connectivity, unnormalized coherence was increased in

the ASD group relative to the TD group across left

temporal-frontal areas, in the gamma band, in response

to both standard and deviant trials. In addition, right

temporal-frontal unnormalized coherence was increased

in response to standard trials in alpha and beta band in

the ASD group relative to the TD group. In noise,

abnormalities in the ASD group were documented in

both the MMF and in functional connectivity measures.

MMF responses (deviant vs. standard) in the ASD group

were reduced relative to the TD group in the right IFG.

Left temporal-frontal unnormalized coherences was

increased in the ASD group relative to the TD group in

beta band during standard trials, for the entire response

time window, and in the gamma band during deviant

trials in the later part of the time window. In addition,

left temporal-frontal normalized coherences (deviant

normalized by standard) were reduced in beta frequen-

cy band in the ASD group relative to the TD group dur-

ing the noise condition. Lastly, we found a negative

correlation between the ADOS scores that behaviorally

assess the severity of ASD, and the MMF responses in

right IFG.

In combination, our findings point at a dysfunction

in the IFG in ASD, which is known to have a top-down

role in general [Bar, 2003, 2009; Hwang, Velanova, &

Luna, 2010; Iba & Sawaguchi, 2003; Johnston, Levin,

Koval, & Everling, 2007] and in auditory processing in

particular [Doeller et al., 2003; Opitz, 2002]. Prefrontal

cortex is suggested to play a particular role in tuning

the sensory system according to the processing

demands [Roland, 1981, 1982]. In speech perception, it

has been demonstrated that the degree to which IFG

areas are engaged dictates how well listeners are able to

extract speech in noisy listening environments [Bidel-

man & Howell, 2015]. Interestingly, in the auditory

mismatch paradigm, previous fMRI studies on adults

have demonstrated that the activity in inferior frontal

area increases when the distinctiveness of the sound

input decreases [Doeller et al., 2003; Opitz, 2002]. In a

noisy environment, the distinctiveness of the deviant

from the standard tone is reduced. Hence, MMF

responses in IFG were expected to increase in the noisy

condition relative to the quiet condition. In this study,

we observed a preserved MMF response in the TD group

rather than an increase. We believe this discrepancy

may be due to age of participants (children vs. adults).

When the MMF distinctiveness is reduced, our results

suggest that in TD children, top-down connectivity

remains constant, rather than increases. It is this effect

that was missing in the ASD group in our study. In

addition, the negative correlation between MMF in

rIFG and ADOS scores in the ASD group suggests those

individuals who have greater trouble processing speech

in noise also might be more impacted by autism.

We further hypothesize that reduced left frontal-

temporal connectivity in the beta band in ASD suggests

reduced feedback connectivity. It has been proposed

that feedback and feedforward connections are mediat-

ed by distinct frequency bands. Specifically, the beta

frequency band has been shown to primarily mediate

feedback connections, while the gamma frequency

band mediates primarily feedforward connections [Bastos,

Vezoli, Bosman, et al., 2015; Bastos et al., 2015; Wang,

2010]. In the mismatch paradigm, beta band oscilla-

tions have been associated with novelty processing

[Haenschel, Baldeweg, Croft, Whittington, & Gruzelier,

2000], via increased power to unexpected tones. In

addition, recent EEG studies on healthy adults found

increased phase-synchronization between temporal and

prefrontal areas in beta band for the deviant tone than

the standard tone [MacLean & Ward, 2014], which is

interpreted as reflecting frontal top-down influences

over temporal areas [Hsiao et al., 2010; MacLean &

Ward, 2014]. Our interpretation of the current data is

also consistent with our previous studies in ASD. Using

graph theory, we previously found that network effi-

ciency during resting state is increased in the gamma

frequency band, but reduced in the beta frequency

band [Kitzbichler et al., 2015]. Given the role of gamma

band oscillations in mediating feedforward connectivi-

ty, this result was suggested to indicate an inherent

increased feedforward and reduced feedback connectivi-

ty in ASD. The current findings align with this hypothe-

sis, since the increased unnormalized coherence in both

quiet and noise in the ASD group relative to the TD

group was in fact restricted to the gamma band during

deviant trials. Likewise, during a passive 25-Hz vibrotac-

tile stimulation in the somatosensory cortex, using

granger causality, we previously found increased feed-

forward connectivity in ASD relative to TD, between

primary and secondary somatosensory cortex and

reduced mu-beta rhythm, which has been associated

with feedback connectivity, [Khan et al., 2015]. In addi-

tion, our findings are in line with an extensive body of

evidence, spanning both psychological and neurophysi-

ological data suggesting reduced top-down processing

in ASD [Bird, Catmur, Silani, Frith, & Frith, 2006; Cook

et al., 2012; Frith, 2003; Khadem, Hossein-Zadeh, &

Khorrami, 2015; Loth, Gomez, & Happe, 2010]. Taken

together, we propose that in the presence of noise, tem-

poral areas in subjects with ASD do not get regulated or

fine-tuned properly by frontal feedbacks or top-down

inputs, relative to the same stimulus without a noisy

background. This interpretation may explain previous

observation of reduced ability to segregate concurrent

sound streams [Lepisto et al., 2009] as well as difficulty
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to perceive speech in the noisy environment [Alcantara

et al., 2004]. This abnormality sits atop abnormally

increased functional connectivity in ASD within a sin-

gle condition, likely meaning that neural resources in

ASD might be recruited more broadly even for simple

tasks [Orekhova et al., 2014; Rinaldi, Perrodin, & Mark-

ram, 2008; Supekar et al., 2013].

Another finding of this study was that the direction

of functional connectivity abnormalities in ASD

depended on whether the coherence measures were

unnormalized or normalized. When coherence mea-

sures were not normalized, every time there was a sig-

nificant group difference, it was in the direction of

increased coherence in the ASD group relative to the

TD group. In contrast, when coherence measures were

normalized, it was in the direction of being lower for

ASD than for TD. While results from unnormalized

coherence measures, which are inherently biased [Maris

et al., 2007] need to be interpreted cautiously, given

the group difference, these results likely suggest that

coherence abnormalities in ASD do not manifest in a

simple manner. Without normalization, the increased

coherence in ASD during the quiet and noise condi-

tions might be interpreted as a more intense and more

distributed cortical sensory response, which may reflect

the general increase in sensory sensitivities in ASD and

aforementioned increased recruitment of neural resour-

ces. In contrast, normalized coherence, which measures

relative, rather than absolute, coherence differences,

was reduced in ASD. This suggests that individuals with

ASD do not differentiate between different conditions,

and whereas TD individuals likely recruit more resour-

ces during more taxing stimuli, such as in the noise

condition, this is not the case in ASD, and all condi-

tions are perceived and processed as equally taxing.

This result is also consisted with our prior study of local

phase amplitude coupling in the fusiform face area in

ASD, where we found it was unchanged across condi-

tions in the ASD group (emotional faces vs. houses),

but changed in the TD group [Khan et al., 2013]. It is

also worth noting that in fMRI studies, coherence mea-

sures must always normalized either by another condi-

tion, or by a baseline.

The results on lateralization of the differences, in

both MMF and functional connectivity, are also worth

noting. Although previous studies on the neural genera-

tors of MMF/N demonstrated activity in both left and

right IFG [Doeller et al., 2003] and auditory processing

abnormalities have been documents in both hemi-

spheres in ASD [Kujala, Lepisto, & Naatanen, 2013],

many studies documented a right lateralized MMF

response in IFG [Giard et al., 1990; Naatanen et al.,

2007; Opitz, 2002; Rinne et al., 2005]. In the current

study, we found similar right lateralization MMF in

both groups in the quiet condition, and for the TD

group in the noise condition. However, the lateraliza-

tion results for the MMF were condition dependent,

not group dependents. Thus, the origin of the laterali-

zation here likely has to do with the properties of the

MMF, as discussed above, rather than differences

between the TD and ASD groups. In contrast the lateral-

ization results for the connectivity analysis were group

dependent. We found a strong left lateralization of the

temporal-frontal normalized coherence in the ASD

group in both conditions, but only a trend in TD

group, and even the trend was only in the quiet condi-

tion, not the noise condition.

To reconcile these seemingly disparate lateralization

findings for the evoked MMF versus coherence, it is

important to first note that there are intrinsic differ-

ences between evoked response analysis and time-

frequency analysis. While evoked responses provide

averaged information in the low frequency domain

(<10 Hz), the time-frequency analysis provides unaver-

aged information in both low and high frequency. Sec-

ond, it is also important to note that coherence

calculations are not sensitive to the amplitude of the

signal, whereas the MMF is calculated exclusively using

signal amplitude. Therefore, each of these methods is

sensitive to different and complementary aspects of the

cortical response. As such, these results most likely

reflect complementary abnormalities in ASD. In the

case of the MMF, the group difference was significant

only in the noise condition, and there was no group

difference in lateralization in the quiet, “baseline,” con-

dition, where MMF was normal in the ASD group. This

therefore likely taps into basic auditory processing

abnormalities in ASD, which have been shown to be

most pronounced in the right hemisphere previously

[Edgar et al., 2015; Haesen, Boets, & Wagemans, 2011;

Oram Cardy, Flagg, Roberts, & Roberts, 2008; Roberts

et al., 2010]. In contrast, the functional connectivity

abnormalities measures using coherence were left later-

alized in the ASD group regardless of condition, and

were significant only in the ASD group. Left hemispher-

ic abnormalities in ASD during a mismatch paradigm

have been reported before. An fMRI study comparing

the MMN between TD and ASD group found differences

in the left hemisphere in IFG, anterior cingulate and

mid orbitofrontal gyrus [Gomot et al., 2006]. Another

MEG study demonstrated a negative correlation

between MMF latency with the symptom severity in

adults with ASD in the left hemisphere [Kasai et al.,

2005]. In addition, auditory steady state responses in

autism were exclusively diminished in left hemisphere

and not right hemisphere [Wilson, Rojas, Reite, Teale,

& Rogers, 2007]. In addition to these non-functional

connectivity findings in ASD, prior fMRI and EEG stud-

ies found reduced left temporal-frontal functional con-

nectivity in ASD during language comprehension task
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[Jochaut et al., 2015; Just, Cherkassky, Keller, & Min-

shew, 2004]. It is likely that the left hemispheric spe-

cific abnormalities in coherence in the ASD group are a

manifestation of the role of left hemisphere in speech

processing in general, which is well-known to be abnor-

mal in ASD [Mody et al., 2013].

These findings might also be interpreted in light of

the dual functional processes involved in the genera-

tion of the MMF [Giard et al., 1990]. It is possible that

the evoked MMF abnormalities documented here in

ASD arise due to a deficit with the sensory memory

mechanism, which is more vulnerable in noise, while

the coherence abnormalities documented here arise

from a deficit in automatic attention switching, which

is more generally impaired in ASD.

This study has several limitations. First, while the

MMN/F has been long considered to be “pre-attentive,”

there is now clear evidence that attention does influ-

ence the mismatch response [Auksztulewicz & Friston,

2015; Gomes et al., 2000]. In addition, attention modu-

lates not only MMN/F amplitude, but also feedback

connections from the upstream frontal and parietal

areas to the auditory areas in MMN/F paradigm [Auksz-

tulewicz & Friston, 2015]. Therefore, if attentional con-

trol in the ASD group was different from that of the TD

group, a factor that is very difficult to monitor in a pas-

sive paradigm, this might be one of the contributors to

the observed differences. That said, it is worth noting

that by subjective observation, all participants seemed

equally engaged in the watched silenced movie, regard-

less of group. Another limitation of the study relates to

the lack of additional behavioral measures beyond the

ADOS, and in particular auditory processing measures.

Thus, it was not possible to directly correlate between

neural signatures and behavioral measures of auditory

processing in general, and auditory processing in noise

in particular. Last, when interpreting results of unnor-

malized coherence measures in the gamma band in par-

ticular, it is important to keep in mind that artifacts

from cranial muscles pose a serious problem for investi-

gation of high-frequency brain activity in ongoing EEG

and MEG of adults. This is because the magnitude of

such activity may exceed magnitude of the cortical

gamma by tens or even hundreds of times [Muthuku-

maraswamy, 2013]. It is possible that the muscular

activity was stronger in ASD children due to potentially

increased stress during MEG recordings. Another source

of artifacts that suggests increased caution when inter-

preting coherence results in gamma oscillations comes

from microsaccades [Carl, Acik, Konig, Engel, & Hipp,

2012; Yuval-Greenberg, Tomer, Keren, Nelken, &

Deouell, 2008]. That said, the primary and main results

of this study were observed in the beta frequency band,

which is less impacted by such artifacts, and the results

for unnormalized coherence measures spanned

frequencies outside of the gamma band. Thus, the

interference of such artifacts with the final results is

likely limited.

Conclusions

In summary, we investigated the neuronal mechanism

of impaired auditory perception in the presence of

noise in ASD. By examining the spatial and spectral

characteristics of auditory change detection with and

without noise, we found that in noise, ASD is character-

ized by a dysfunction in the inferior frontal gyrus in

the cortex, which manifested in both the evoked

response and in functional connectivity. Considering

the role of the inferior frontal gyrus in fine tuning tem-

poral cortex and beta band oscillations in feedback

influences, our findings indicate that reduced feedback

connections and consequent weak top-down processing

likely contribute to auditory and language impairments

in concomitant noise in ASD. Importantly, we found

that the direction of abnormalities in coherence,

reduced versus increased in ASD, depended on whether

or not the measures were normalized by another condi-

tion. This indicates that it is essential to measure func-

tional connectivity in ASD with and without

normalization by a different condition, to truly map

the neural abnormalities associated with the disorder.

This result suggests that ASD individuals might recruit

increased neural resources regardless of the difficulty

associated with the task, and thus have a deficit in the

relative recruitment of neural resources. Our results also

support the noisy cortex hypothesis of ASD [Rubenstein

& Merzenich, 2003]. Reduced feedback and increased

recruitment of neural resources which is likely not well

differentiated, would diminish the signal and allow

increased noise from spontaneous fluctuations in brain

activity that would be left unregulated. Such a scenario

is consistent with recent findings on language deficits

in ASD [Edgar et al., 2015], and findings of increased

trial-to-trial variability in the cortical response in ASD,

which is also a measure of signal-to-noise ratio in the

brain. Taken together with previous findings, these

results also support the hypothesis that weak top-down

processing in response to more challenging inputs is

not limited to a particular sensory system in ASD, but,

rather, is a global feature of ASD cortical processing.
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